
#Note: Answer all questions. Please note that the number of pages is 2 

Parts Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Total 

Final mark 6 9 8 2 25 

Actual mark      

***************************************************************** 

# Part 1: Reading:                                                  (     \6points) 

  Q1: Read the text carefully, then answer the questions that follow: 

 

 

 

1-What do the pupils study at ten o’clock? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- Who says? ‘Repeat after me’ ------------------------------------------- 

3-The underlined pronoun (They) refers to: ------------------------------ 

4-Find the followings: 

a-The opposite of easy : ---------------     

b- a verb: -------------------------------- 

c- a noun: ---------------------------------   

************************************************************** 
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It’s ten o’clock now and the pupils are in the music room. They are playing the 

recorder. The teacher says, ‘Repeat after me, please!’ Joe thinks, Oh! This is 

difficult!  



Part 2: Vocabulary                                                            (        9\points) 

A: Complete the sentences using the words from the box. There is an 

extra word:                                                                           (     /5) 

 

1- At ______________, the pupils play and eat in the playground  

2-The pupils play, exercise and run in _________ lessons. 

3-We learn about animals in ___________ lessons. 

4-At __________ classes, we can draw and paint pictures.  

***************************************************************** 

B: Match the words with their pictures:                          (       \4) 

__________           _________            _________          _________ 

                                             

Music                      think                     social studies                laugh 

************************************************************** 

#Part 3: Grammar:                                                           (     \8points) 

A: Choose the correct answer:                                       (     \4) 

1-Joe always -------------- a story on Mondays. 

2-Sara and Tom --------------- their mum every day. 

3-I ------------------- the exam now.       

4-Now, he ------------------- cakes. 

art               science            breaktime           PE                 different  

reads              is reading  

help               are helping  

do                    am doing  

are eating          is eating  
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B: Write sentences about the pictures:                       (       \4) 

1- --------------------------------------------------------  

 

2- --------------------------------------------------------  

 

************************************************************** 

# Part 4: Phonics:                                                  (     \2points)                                        

Q1: Write the missing letters (ee) or (ea): 

1-  _ _t                                2-  tr_ _  

************************************************************** 

 

always \ play 

watch TV \ now 
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